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Panodyssey kicks off its European tour, putting creativity at the
heart of culture.

The first stages of the tour will see Panodyssey meet up with creators and artists
in Madrid, Budapest and Venice.

What is Panodyssey?

Panodyssey is revolutionizing the market of creative writing with an innovative product for
creators of forward-thinking content. Panodyssey is the only social media dedicated to
creative and collaborative writing that also promotes and respects the authors’ intellectual
property.

Panodyssey was designed to co-create, host, publish and monetize authentic, quality content.
The online platform’s writing experience is simple, fun, collaborative and ad-free. Readers
can access a great variety of content and formats, fiction and non-fiction alike. They can also
customize their reading experience and preferences.

Launch of the Creative Europe tour

After launching a European consortium — the Creative Room European Alliance (CREA),
supported by the Creative Europe program of the European Commission and gathering nine
founding partners across five countries — members of the alliance are now setting off on a
tour of Europe aimed to putting creativity at the core of cultural trends.

The Creative Europe tour starts on September 28, 2022, in Madrid, in a place of capital
importance to Spanish culture: the Cervantes Institute. Luis Garcia Montero, the director of
the institute and author will gather creators and cultural actors around Madrid’s very own
kind of creativity, specifically in music and writing.

● The program and list of participants are available via this link
● The event will be broadcasted live on September 28 at 5PM on YouTube; you can

watch it by clicking on this link

With their keen interest in art and modernity, Hungarian authors will be in the spotlight on
October 13, 2022, at the opening of the Margo festival, an international book and literature
exhibition held at the wonderful National Dance Theater in Budapest.

http://r.boletin.efe.com/mk/mr/zR7AoFdF94dCZ7chhEX8JA8QT3RK7piWdCXCfea2D9gn1qF27rv8wL7UROMfcyeJ-VEyXWgWR7FnOT4drQ7RmLVXh8Ceas0yo3Y3ltpUiPNijdXjtRhrzC-ePMI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j6KcxU6IUk4


Italian writers and artists will be the topic du jour on October 19, 2022, at Venice’s Piazza
San Marco, surrounded by cultural actors and Italian publishers from Creative Europe.

The cultural and creative industries sector is rallying throughout Europe around the Creative
Europe theme.

Launch of a new publishing tool for professionals

The social platform Panodyssey is opening up to the professional market and announcing the
launch of its Panodyssey Pro offer. Panodyssey Pro is a complete solution designed to help
organizations publish and promote their professional editorial content.

Panodyssey Pro is meant for organizations looking to publish their content online: editors,
journalists, media, companies, associations.

To learn more, discover the benefits of Panodyssey Pro here.
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